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Background and Problem Statement 

 

When a fire incident is reported, a fire can double in size every 2 to 3 minutes1. Time 

becomes the most important factor for the possibility of rescue. There are four steps in a 

fire department total reflex time sequence: dispatch, response, access and setup. Among 

the four steps, response time is one of the most manageable segments of time in the entire 

sequence2. This is the amount of time for a fire truck to get the dispatch notification and 

travel from a fire station to an incident scene. The differences of response time come 

from many influential factors, and the selections of fire station locations could be one of 

them.  

 

City of Fresno is the largest inland city in California and the 34th-largest in the nation 

with a population density of 4404.5 people per square mile3. The city is on the edge of 

Sierra national forest and closed to several most famous national parks such as Yosemite, 

Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Park. Adjacent to national forest and tourism 

attractions, the Fresno Fire Department has been striving to provide best service to meet 

the demands. However, according to the 2014 Annual Report of Fresno Fire Department, 

it had over 2000 fire accidents in 2014, causing $33.3 million fire losses4. The average 

response time is around 5 minutes5. Structure, vegetation and vehicle fires are three most 

                                                             
1 http://www.statter911.com/2011/05/19/a-fire-doubles-in-size-every-fill-in-the-blank-and-tell-me-your-source/ 
2 https://www.esri.com/~/media/Files/Pdfs/library/whitepapers/pdfs/gis-for-fire.pdf 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fresno,_California 
4http://www.fresno.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F2F84AB2-A5E6-417A-ADB0-14340F29CCD2/32709/FFDAnnualReport14.pdf 
5http://www.fresno.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F2F84AB2-A5E6-417A-ADB0-14340F29CCD2/32709/FFDAnnualReport14.pdf 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_cities_by_population


common types of fire incidents. 

 

City of Los Angeles is the most populous city in the state of California. As the second 

largest city in the United States, the population density is 8,092.3 people per square mile6. 

In the year of 2014, City of Los Angeles fire department has more than 45,000 fire 

incidents7. The department has 106 fire stations that generally cover every community in 

the City of Los Angeles to ensure shortest response time and keep the lowest fire fatality 

rate among any large cities8. The average response time is 4 minutes and 10 seconds. 

Structure and vehicle fires are top 2 causes for fire. 

 

This paper aims to examine the locations of fire stations in both cities to see if they cover 

all the needed areas. According to the National Fire Protection Association, the response 

time to an incident (by the initial arriving company) should be less than 4 minutes9, 

which means a fire station can only cover an area within 4-minutes driving distance. The 

population density and business locations are both taken into consideration. 

 

Data 

 

To get a more accurate result, I used both ArcGIS online and desktop. I followed five 

steps to build the model. 

 Base Map and City Boundaries. Source: gis4u.fresno.gov, LA County Data Portal 

First, to feature the data, I chose a background with neutral color. The base map is World 

Light Grey Canvas Base. Then, I found city boundaries data in both city’s government 

website to set up the limit of areas.  

 Fire Station Locations. Source: ArcGIS Online Service, City of Fresno Fire 

Department, City of Los Angeles Open Data 

                                                             
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles 
7 https://www.esri.com/~/media/Files/Pdfs/library/whitepapers/pdfs/gis-for-fire.pdf 
8 http://www.lafd.org/about/about-lafd/our-mission 
9 Fire Service Performance Measures 



For the City of Fresno, I found a map layer that includes all fire stations operated by local, 

state and federal in California in ArcGIS online services. By using the filter in ArcGIS 

Online, fire stations that are operated by the City of Fresno showed in the map. Since 

there is no information about which year the data reflects, I checked the latest fire 

department locations list on the website of Fresno City Fire Department and found that 

the data was accurate. For the City of Los Angeles, I found the GIS map layer on Los 

Angeles Open Data. The data reflects the fire station locations in the year of 2014 with 

total 106 fire stations.  

 4-Minutes Driving Areas. 

To visualize areas around fire station locations that can be reached within 4 minutes, I 

used proximity tool in ArcGIS Online to simulate the area. The traffic condition was 

based on live traffic. The overlapped parts were dissolved so that the maps clearly 

showed the areas that all fire stations in both cities can reach within 4 minutes. Figure 1 

and 2 in appendix show the areas. 

 Population Density. Source: U.S Census Bureau. 2010 Census Tract 

According to researches, population density has a significant impact on fire10. I got the 

population distribution shape files on U.S Census Bureau and classified by 5 quartiles in 

the ArcGIS Desktop.  

 Business Locations. Source: gis4u.fresno.gov, LA County Data Portal 

For Fresno, the city identifies the business locations that provide services in their address 

list. I simply used definition query to get the result. For LA City, the initial data has a 

great range from Arts and Recreation to Transportation for whole Los Angeles County. 

Even though I used the definition query trying to get data within LA City, there were still 

visible business locations that are out of the city limits. As a result, I used editor tool to 

edit the attribute table in order to exclude some of the data. 

                                                             
10 Bistinas, I., Oom, D., Sá, A. C., Harrison, S. P., Prentice, I. C., & Pereira, J. M. (2013). Relationships between human 

population density and burned area at continental and global scales. PloS one, 8(12), e81188. 

 



Map Analysis and Suggestions for New Locations 

 

In the appendix, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the layers of population density and 

4-minutes driving distance from fire stations. In the City of Fresno, most of the 

population gathers in the northwest and southeast side of the city. Within the city limit, 

we can see that there are some places that have more than 4500 people in the northwest 

and northeast parts which are not covered by the 4-minutes driving distance. In the City 

of Los Angeles, population density is high in almost every direction of LA City except for 

the middle belt-shaped area. Within the city boundaries, only some populous places in the 

northern and middle parts of LA City are out of the 4 minutes response areas. 

Considering that City of Los Angeles is such a metropolis with so many people, LA City 

Fire Department has done a better job in connecting effective response areas with 

reasonable selection of fire station locations to comprehensively covering its high 

population density areas.  

 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the result of business locations and fire station coverage. The 

differences between these two cities are more obvious. In the Fresno City, business 

locations are highly concentrated in the middle. However, fire stations in Fresno City fail 

to cover some business locations in northern and middle part of the city. In the City of 

Los Angeles, almost all of the business locations in LA downtown are perfectly fall in the 

4-minutes response zone. The only major weakness is in the middle part, where the 

population density analysis above reflects the same problem. 

 

To improve the fire station locations in both cities, I proposed several areas to build new 

fire stations for each city. Areas circled in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 are 

places that I suggested adding more fire stations. Minimizing the fire response time and 

fire related lost are always the first priority of policy makers. However, given the fact that 



building a new fire station may cost nearly $1,000,000 of taxpayers’ money, it’s 

impossible for both cities to build as many fire stations as they want. Instead, it’s 

necessary to balance the cost and benefit of future construction of fire stations. In other 

words, policy makers should make sure that the most important areas in their cities are 

well protected. The potential fire station locations I suggested for both cities are areas 

with both a high population and business density. On the one hand, areas with both a high 

population density and business density are always flourishing locations where people 

conduct a wide range of activities, which are potential cause of fire incidents. The 

combination of the high population density and business density brings a high possibility 

of catching fire to these busy areas. On the other hand, fire incidents may cause more 

damages in these areas. Fire incidents in these flourishing areas could cause serious 

economical damages due to the high business density, as well as a great lost of human 

lives due to the high population density. Comparing other regions with a lower population 

density or a lower business density, the cost of fire incidents in these overlapping areas is 

significantly higher. Consequently, with limited budget, building fire stations near areas 

mentioned above should be the prime aim of both cities.      

 

Conclusion 

 

Based on Figure 1 and Figure 2, it’s obvious that 4-minutes response areas cover most 

part of the cities. Looking only geographically, Fresno City seems to have relatively more 

coverage than City of Los Angeles. However, when adding the population distribution 

layers, things become different. In almost all of the most populous areas in LA, the initial 

arriving company of fire stations can arrive within 4 minutes while a larger percentage of 

residential areas in Fresno City are out of the 4-minutes response zone. When considering 

the business locations where most of people gather at daytime, the selection of fire station 

sites in LA looks even better. It covers most of the business areas especially in LA 



Downtown where thousands of businesses locate. Nevertheless, fire stations in Fresno 

City fail to cover the middle area where business sites are highly concentrated. In 

addition, some business locations in the northwest and northeast parts of Fresno City are 

also exposed outside the 4-minutes response area, increasing the risk of fire incidents. 

From the research above, it’s proved that the selection of fire station locations is one of 

the factors that make a difference in the fire response time between two cities.  

 

The potential fire station locations I suggested for both cities are based on the population 

density and business location analysis. There are still some areas that have high 

population or business density that I didn’t choose considering the cost-efficiency. To 

make full use of the fire stations, I only recommend building new ones in the most 

needed areas where both population and business density are high. 

 

Limitations 

 

I came across a number of limitations while working on this project. First, I assumed that 

the response time equals to the time en route. Actually, the response time also includes 

turnout time, which is the time to communicate between the dispatch center and the fire 

station plus the time to put on gear. Unfortunately I didn’t find information about the 

exact response time for both fire departments. So I decided to consider the 4-minutes 

response time standards as prompt driving time. 

 

Second, I didn’t find any GIS data that has comprehensive business locations. The 

information showed in the Fresno City’s business locations focused only on places that 

provide services. As for the LA City, most of the business locations showed in the map 

were for public use. Even though the maps successfully reflect the extent of business 

density, the lack of comprehensive information undoubtedly results in certain business 



locations being overlooked. 

 

Third, I failed to find GIS data of business population in these two cities. I had to use 

business locations instead to show the risks of fire incidents during daytime. There could 

be businesses that have more people and are larger sources of fire department calls than 

others. Unfortunately I didn’t find any information about business population from the 

GIS websites of two cities. 

 

Another limitation I came across was not being able to recommend the exact potential 

fire station location for both cities. Since I did the 4-minutes driving proximity on 

ArcGIS Online, there is no way to add a fire station on the website to see if it’s the right 

place. As a result, I only circled the potential fire station areas in the map. 
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Figure 2 

 

 

 



Figure 3 

 

 

 



Figure 4 

 

 

 



Figure 5 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6 

 

 



Figure 7 

 

 

 



Figure 8 

 

 

 



Figure 9 

 

 

 



Figure 10 

 


